FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Coriendo Teams with IBM and Fannie Mae for Web Cast on E-Mortgages
Bala Cynwyd, PA – November 2, 2005 -- Coriendo Loan Solutions announced today that it has
teamed up with IBM and Fannie Mae to present a web cast on the current and future state of
E-Mortgages. The web cast is directed at mortgage bankers, mortgage brokers, and related
organizations involved in the financing of home mortgages. The web cast is scheduled for
November 10, 2005 at 1:00PM, Eastern Standard Time.
The web cast will spotlight the recent progress which has been made in developing the technology
that now makes E-Mortgages practical and affordable, and within reach of thousands of mortgage
organizations. Glenn Goldberg will present the Business Process Management solutions from
Coriendo; Mark Oliphant, Director of Fannie Mae’s E-Mortgage program will provide an overview of
the recent efforts by the mortgage industry to move toward implementing a digital mortgage
process; and IBM’s representative, Kathy Cacciatore, will discuss the server and operational
infrastructure requirements needed to deliver the E-Mortgage solution.
Participation in the web cast is free of charge, but does require registration. For
registration details please visit www.coriendoloan.com.
About Coriendo Loan Solutions
Coriendo Loan Solutions, www.coriendoloan.com, based near Philadelphia, helps mortgage
companies reduce costs and improve their operations. We use Enj, an award-winning business
process management software, to map, configure, and automate mortgage business processes,
and when appropriate, we can also provide cost-saving process management services. The
Coriendo Loan Solutions suite of products helps mortgage bankers and brokers write more loans,
process them more quickly and provide their staff and customers with real-time access to loan
status all the way from origination to secondary marketing to servicing. These products are
available “a la carte” or as a complete solution.
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